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Abstract:
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The design principle is a three‐point gripper principle, to cope with anatomical features
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gripping features is found by experiments on cold products assuming the performance
being valid for warm carcasses as well. The validation is made by demonstration of a
successful collaboration with a cutting robot in the meat factory cell.
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Executive Summary
The purpose of this deliverable is to describe the background for the final design of an external gripper for
grasping the porcine limbs to assist a robot in cutting the two forelegs and the two hams.
The main deliverable is the designed, validated gripper hardware approved according to the specifications of
the Meat Factory Cell, the central innovation in the RoBUTCHER project.
The stainless‐steel gripper is pneumatic driven with a payload/weight ratio of more than 4 and a self‐weight
of 5.2kg. The gripper is designed as a very open structure to allow for easy cleaning and specially shaped
gripping structures (“claws”) with high robustness to handle the limbs without leaving damages to the skin
surface.
The design principle is a three‐point gripper principle, to cope with anatomical features (Ulna / Radius and
Tibia / Fibula) at the preferred gripping position. The shape of the three gripping features is found by
experiments on cold products assuming the performance being valid for warm carcasses as well.
The validation is made by demonstration of a successful collaboration with a cutting robot in the meat factory
cell sharing the process of excising the hind legs of a porcine carcass.
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Abbreviations and Acronyms
CT

Computed Tomography

MFC

Meat factory cell

RGB

Colour image (red green blue)

RGB‐D

Colour image (red green blue) +depth
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1. Approach to grasping a porcine leg
The basic anatomy of the porcine legs shows two individual bones in the foreleg (Radius and Ulna) and the
ham (Fibula and Tibia) with surrounding tissues, see Figure 1. The anatomy imposes a directional sensitivity to
the grasping pose using a rigid gripper. Traditional two‐point grippers fail to meet this sensitivity to form a
robust grip, so the present gripper use a (passive) three‐point approach with two active gripping members and
a passive third base.

Tibia
Fibula

Radius
Ulna

Figure 1: Skeleton of the porcine anatomy. Image source: https://porcine.unl.edu/skeleton.

The shape of the three members is found by extensive experimentation on cold carcasses. The ideal gripping
pose is when the two bones are positioned perpendicular to the rounding of the active members, see
Figure 2(a). The pose of the gripping points is delivered from RGB‐D vision camera images and point clouds,
analyzed, and extracted by AI trained models (D5.2).

2. Experimental model, version 1.0
The experimental model is described in detail in the D5.4 interim report completed by M10. The functionality
was demonstrated in the Meat Factory Cell (MFC) at NMBU during autumn 2020. The overall performance
was approved by the project partners with a few mechanical modification suggestions. These are included in
the revised design.
One additional requirement for modification is the sanitary design of the experimental model. The cleanability
of the experimental model was not a primary focus in the manufacturing procedure. As can be seen in Figure
2(a) the multitude of nooks in the base of the gripper contribute to a challenging cleaning of the gripper. Thus,
cleanability has been a primary focus in the redesign.
One more criterion for the redesign is the collaboration between the cutting and the gripping robots. The
confined space of the collaboration zone needs to leave sufficient space for the cutting operation. This is not
optimal for the experimental version, see Figure 2(d), and the parameter will be included in the redesign
process.
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Fibula

Tibia

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)
Figure 2: Design and functional test of the experimental version of the gripper: (a) top view of the gripper. The insertion
shows a transverse view of the ham anatomy at the grasping point with a pose like the illustration in (b); (b) robust grasp
of a separated ham; (c) the gripper in action for assisting a manual cutting procedure; (d) Gripper assistance to the manual
cutting, please note the narrow space left for the cutting operations. Therefore, the angular layout of the base is changed
in the redesign; (e) the main functionality is demonstrated, handling the weight of the ham and moment on the claws
without dropping the product. Image source: Alex Mason, NMBU.
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2.1 Cleanability problem
The rather complex mechanical design of the experimental model is the main challenge for cleaning the
gripper. The nooks and crannies of the first version introduce a high risk of collection of dirt and excess tissue.
Therefore, the final redesign has mainly been a simplification of the mechanical design without compromising
the functionality.

Figure 3: Exploded view of the final gripper. Note the simplicity compared to the experimental model. Illustration:
Hussein Ali, DTI‐DMRI.

3. Redesign of gripper
The simplified design of the gripper was made by removing all components but keeping the functionality of
the first version approved in the tests at NMBU. This results in a rather simple and open design with only very
few nooks to reduce the risk of contamination build‐ups. The simplified design is validated in a force simulation
of handling a 20 kg ham product. In case of heavier payload, the deflection will increase, and a repeated force
simulation needs to be performed. But the main concern is the robustness of the skin. For heavier products
the gripping pose relative to the product centre of mass needs to be aligned to gravity as much as possible to
reduce the risk of skin damage.

3.1 Force calculations
A complete stress analysis of the final version of the gripper is shown in Appendix 1. One major result is the
maximum flex with a 13kg payload, which is shown in Figure 4 below to give a deflection less than 0.2mm.
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Figure 4: The deflection from a 20kg payload transverse to the gripper plane. The deflection is limited to the claws
with a maximum of less than 0.3mm. Image source: Hussein Ali, DTI‐DMRI

3.2 Test and validation
Initially, the revised gripper was tested on cold hams and fore ends at the Ringsted facility of Danish Crown.
The results are shown in Figure 5.
The gripper was also tested in the procedure of hanging the ham on a Christmas tree (hook) as an initial version
of the inspection frame interfacing. However, alternative ways of fixation may be necessary as the punctuation
of the skin surface may be unwanted for some final products.
However, the stroke of the actuator piston is very close to the endpoint when grasping small hams, so the
gripper piston was changed to an actuator with a larger stroke (70mm). The redesign reduces the risk of
slippage when small products are being placed on the inspection frame.
After testing at DTI‐DMRI, the modified version was shipped to NMBU for validation in the meat factory cell
of the interaction with the cutting robot.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
(d)
Figure 5: Design and functional test of the prototype version of the gripper: (a) Grasping a small ham. Please note the
pneumatic actuator is at an extremum point of operation and the ideal grasping pose; (b) The small ham without any
marks or damages on the skin surface from the grasping; (c) The ham position prior to the mounting on the Christmas
tree; (d) The hook penetrates the skin leaving a damage to the final product. Image source: Hussein Ali, DTI‐DMRI.

3.2 Evaluation of final gripper design
After a repeated validation on cold ham grasping the final gripper was tested in the MFC on grasping warm
carcass extremities, foreleg, and ham. The “collaboration” with the cutting tool was also validated on cutting
the forelegs and cutting the ham. The renewed (angled) attachment to the robot leaves amble space to the
cutting tool to perform both procedures, see Figure 6(b).
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(a)

(b)
Figure 6: Design and functional test of the final prototype version of the gripper in the MFC: (a) Initiation of the ham
cutting; (b) Even when cutting the hip joint the angled design of the gripper leaves room for robotic cutting. Image source:
Alex Mason, NMBU.
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The foreleg gripping is also successfully demonstrated on the warm carcass. However, the cutting robot
interaction with the gripper needs to be further developed. With the present active cutting tool, one approach
may be to leave the shoulder unsupported by any gripper during the initial cutting trajectory. The active knife
cutting puts very small strain loads on the carcass (<100g) when cutting in soft tissue. Such subtle force impacts
are assumed not to require support from the gripper delaying the onset of foreleg grasping to after the two
initial vertical cuts, see. Figure 7 (b) and (c).

(a)

(b)
(c)
Figure 7: (a) Grasping the foreleg with a correct pose. (b) cutting the initial trajectory with no support from the gripper.
(c) cutting the second trajectory without support from gripper

4. Conclusions
A cleanable, robust gripper intended for grasping the porcine limbs with an appropriate level of dexterity
according to the requirements of D1.11, are designed, manufactured, and approved in the MFC. The
background for the final design is presented in this report. The stainless‐steel gripper is pneumatic driven with
a payload/weight ratio of more than 4 and a self‐weight of 5.2kg. The gripper is designed as a very open

1

D1.1, Consolidated Technical Specification: Produced during the third month of the RoBUTCHER project, this document
outlines the technical specification of the Meat Factory Cell. The document is, at the time of writing, classified as
confidential.
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structure to allow for easy cleaning and specially shaped gripping structures (“claws”) with high robustness to
handle the limbs without leaving damages to the skin surface.
The design principle is a three‐point gripper principle, to cope with anatomical features at the preferred
gripping position. The shape of the three gripping features is found by experiments on cold products assuming
the performance being valid for warm carcasses as well.
The angular layout of the gripper base eases the collaboration with the cutting robot leaving amble space for
performing the cutting trajectories.
The functionality is documented in the following video file:
Related demonstrator video file:
 D5.5 Demonstrator Video: RoBUTCHER‐871631_WP5_D5.5‐External_Gripper_Demonstrator.mp4
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Appendix 1. Stress analysis of the final gripper
Stress Analysis Report
Analyzed File:

HALI-0015666_plade.test_plade.ny_griber.iam

Autodesk Inventor Version: 2020.3 (Build 243373000, 373)
Creation Date:

25-06-2021, 11:01

Study Author:

HALI

Summary:

Project Info (iProperties)
Summary
Author HALI

Project
Part Number HALI-0015666_plade.test_plade.ny_griber
Project

P2007406-05

Designer

HALI

Cost

kr. 0,00

Date Created 09-12-2020

Status
Design Status WorkInProgress

Custom
LastSavedDate

21-06-2021

LastSavedTime

13:59:40

LastSavedBy

HALI

iToolsLastSavedTime 21-06-2021 13:59:40
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iToolsLastSavedBy

HALI

Mass

5,322 kg

Physical
Mass

5,32223 kg

Area

216451 mm^2

Volume

652239 mm^3

x=-0,0151042 mm
Center of Gravity y=-61,3099 mm
z=-0,0253423 mm
Note: Physical values could be different from Physical values used by FEA reported below.

Static Analysis:1
General objective and settings:
Design Objective

Single Point

Study Type

Static Analysis

Last Modification Date 25-06-2021, 11:00

Mesh settings:
Avg. Element Size (fraction of model diameter) 0,1
Min. Element Size (fraction of avg. size)

0,2

Grading Factor

1,5

Max. Turn Angle

60 deg

Create Curved Mesh Elements

No

Use part based measure for Assembly mesh

Yes

Material(s)
Name

Stainless Steel

General

Mass Density

8 g/cm^3
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Yield Strength

250 MPa

Ultimate Tensile Strength

540 MPa

Young's Modulus

193 GPa

Poisson's Ratio

0,3 ul

Shear Modulus

74,2308 GPa

Expansion Coefficient

0,0000104 ul/c

Stress Thermal Thermal Conductivity

16,2 W/( m K )

Stress

Specific Heat

477 J/( kg c )

Part Name(s)

HALI-0015663_plade.test_plade.ny_griber.ipt
HALI-0015663_plade.test_plade.ny_griber.ipt
HALI-0015665_plade.test_plade.ny_griber.ipt
HALI-0015668_plade.test_plade.ny_griber.ipt
HALI-0015668_plade.test_plade.ny_griber.ipt
ISO
7089
16
ISO
7089
16
ISO
7089
10
ISO
7089
10
HALI-0015701_plade.test_plade.ny_griber.ipt
HALI-0015703_plade.test_plade.ny_griber.ipt
HALI-0015703_plade.test_plade.ny_griber.ipt
ISO
7089
8
140
HV
HALI-0015665_plade.test_plade.ny_griber.ipt
HALI-0015685_plade.test_plade.ny_griber.ipt

Name

Stainless Steel, EN 1.4301

General

Stress

Mass Density

8,08 g/cm^3

Yield Strength

250 MPa

Ultimate Tensile Strength

0 MPa

Young's Modulus

193 GPa

Poisson's Ratio

0,3 ul

Shear Modulus

74,2308 GPa

Expansion Coefficient

0,0000104 ul/c

Stress Thermal Thermal Conductivity
Specific Heat
Part Name(s)

16 W/( m K )
477 J/( kg c )

6146 SG-M16x1,5---(GK)_plade.test_plade.ny_griber.ipt
DIN-439-B - M16x1_5(F)_plade.test_plade.ny_griber.ipt
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193994
DSNU-50-70-P---(A----0-ZR).ipt
3773
M45x1_5.ipt
193994
DSNU-50-70-P---(A---00--0-KS).ipt
DIN-439-B - M16x1_5(F).ipt
Name

General

Stainless Steel, 440C
Mass Density

7,75 g/cm^3

Yield Strength

689 MPa

Ultimate Tensile Strength 861,25 MPa

Stress

Young's Modulus

206,7 GPa

Poisson's Ratio

0,27 ul

Shear Modulus

81,378 GPa

Expansion Coefficient

0,0000104 ul/c

Stress Thermal Thermal Conductivity

24,23 W/( m K )

Specific Heat

460 J/( kg c )
M10

x

Part Name(s)

DIN
EN
24014
ISO
4032
DIN
EN
24014
DIN
EN
24014
ISO 4017 M8 x 40

M6
M6

x
x

Name

AISI 304

General

Stress

Mass Density

7,9 g/cm^3

Yield Strength

190 MPa

Ultimate Tensile Strength

600 MPa

Young's Modulus

193 GPa

Poisson's Ratio

0,3 ul

Shear Modulus

74,2308 GPa

Expansion Coefficient

0,0000104 ul/c

Stress Thermal Thermal Conductivity
Specific Heat
Part Name(s)

45
M10
30
30

15 W/( m K )
477 J/( kg c )

HALI-0015705_plade.test_plade.ny_griber.ipt
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Operating conditions
Force:1
Load Type

Force

Magnitude 200,000 N
Vector X

-0,000 N

Vector Y

0,000 N

Vector Z

-200,000 N

Selected Face(s)
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Fixed Constraint:1
Constraint Type Fixed Constraint

Selected Face(s)
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Results
Reaction Force and Moment on Constraints
Reaction Force

Reaction Moment

Constraint Name
Magnitude Component (X,Y,Z) Magnitude Component (X,Y,Z)

Fixed Constraint:1 200 N

0N

-14,5447 N m

0N

14,5497 N m -0,12528 N m

200 N

0,358845 N m

Result Summary
Name

Minimum

Volume

652238 mm^3

Mass

5,2453 kg

Von Mises Stress

0,000000697675 MPa

Maximum

354,421 MPa

1st Principal Stress -3,50514 MPa

239,734 MPa

3rd Principal Stress -220,26 MPa

5,05482 MPa

Displacement

0 mm

0,298564 mm

Safety Factor

0,705376 ul

15 ul

Stress XX

-44,3783 MPa

37,6861 MPa
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Stress XY

-89,5382 MPa

57,0739 MPa

Stress XZ

-24,0726 MPa

35,2526 MPa

Stress YY

-109,645 MPa

163,44 MPa

Stress YZ

-34,5868 MPa

182,547 MPa

Stress ZZ

-117,969 MPa

103,346 MPa

X Displacement

-0,00722798 mm

0,00982156 mm

Y Displacement

-0,0163254 mm

0,0143278 mm

Z Displacement

-0,298084 mm

0,062886 mm

Equivalent Strain

0,00000000000286017 ul 0,00159309 ul

1st Principal Strain -0,0000000110503 ul

0,00150249 ul

3rd Principal Strain -0,00123961 ul

0,000000295732 ul

Strain XX

-0,000191971 ul

0,000138517 ul

Strain XY

-0,000603107 ul

0,000384436 ul

Strain XZ

-0,000162147 ul

0,000237452 ul

Strain YY

-0,00054345 ul

0,000787769 ul

Strain YZ

-0,000232968 ul

0,00122959 ul

Strain ZZ

-0,00054141 ul

0,000519381 ul

Contact Pressure

0 MPa

362,903 MPa

Contact Pressure X -94,6546 MPa

95,953 MPa

Contact Pressure Y -322,138 MPa

251,824 MPa

Contact Pressure Z -88,2981 MPa

136,818 MPa
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Figures
Von Mises Stress
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1st Principal Stress
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3rd Principal Stress
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Displacement
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Safety Factor
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